A MEDITATION HEAVEN at CHINATOWN
Introduction On Meditation
The following topics were covered:1)

Avoid evil, do good and purify the mind – the teachings of all Buddhas.
Purify the mind is unique to Buddhism and the only way to purify the mind is through meditation. Meditation is
mental training or basically training of the mind. . By sitting down in meditation, one is actually practicing the
Noble Eight Fold Path:–
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We (Human) are made of Mind and Matter.
Matter is made up of water, earth, wind and heat – the 4 elements.
Need to satisfy ourselves as such through meditation.
Human = Mind + Matters
Matters = the 4 elements (water, earth, wind & heat)
Other Meditation topics covered :Five Aggregates = Matter, Feeling, Perception, Mental Formation & Consciousness
Four stages of Sainthood: - Sotapanna / stream winner – reborn at most 7 more times.
- Sadagami / once returner – reborn one more time.
- Anagami / non-returner – in pure abode, then to enlightenment.
- Aranhantship

3)

Reference were made to the chart on 31 planes of existence and of interest by members were on the pure abode
heavens, where one becomes an Anagami/ (a non-returner) and waiting for Enlightenment in the next life cycle.
The pure abode heavens where the Anagami resides is similar in concept to being reborn in the Western Pureland
as stated in the Amitabha Sutta.

4)

Follow ONE meditation master and take instruction from him. Do Not read books and meditate yourself. Books on
meditation topics can be used as reference materials to enhance your knowledge after you know meditation. The
purpose of following one meditation teacher is to avoid confusion, especially for those who are new to meditation.

5)

Progress in meditation is assured if one continues in regular training and practice and until such time (satisfy
yourself) when you realised your body follows your mind. The mind is in control of the body movement. The mind
follows the body are for those who have not meditated or during such time when we are too deeply engrossed in
mundane activities and not meditating.

6)

Good in the Beginning, Good in the Middle and Good in the End. Meditation is the only way to Enlightenment. As
stated in the Maha Parinibbana Sutta, the Buddha was in a meditative state when he entered nibbana. Buddha
went into the first, second, third and fourth Jhanas and then into the higher first, second, third and fourth Arupa
Jhanas. Then he came back from the fourth, third, second and first Arupa Jhanas and then fourth, third, second
and first Jhanas. He then entered the first, second, third and fourth Jhanas and went into pari-nibbana.

